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Abstract
This article deals with new polynomial time algorithm for graph iso-
morphism testing.
Key words: graph isomorphism, NP-complexity.
Introduction
According to Harary’s definition, two graphs are isomorphic if there exists a one-
to-one correspondence between their vertex sets which preserves adjacency. In
other words in language of matrix algebra, two graphs with adjacency matrices
A and A′ are isomorphic iff there exists a permutation matrix P such that
A = P−1 · A′ · P . [4]
In spite of efforts of many researchers, whether the problem of graph isomor-
phism testing is NP-complete, is still open. There is an interesting explanation
of this fact in the book [3]. The authors noted that proofs of NP-completeness
seem to require a certain amount of redundancy, a redundancy that graph iso-
morphism problem lacks. For example, in the case of subgraph isomorphism
search the same result may be observed even if some edges of given graph will
be deleted or some new edges will be added. In contrast, if any edge will be
added to one of two isomorphic graphs (or if any edge will be deleted), then the
graphs will no longer be isomorphic. So the graph isomorphism problem is not
typical NP-complete problem.
Also it’s important to note that number of effective polynomial algorithms
to test isomorphism of distinct graph classes were introduced. Particularly such
algorithm was implemented and proved for trees [1, 5, 9].
The general principles of the approach
Further, without loss of generality of the task, we will consider the solution for
undirected connected graphs without loops [6, 7]:
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Gs = (V,Es),
where V is vertex set, |V | = n;
Es is edge set, |Es| = m.
The graphs Gs are called source graphs or S-graphs.
To avoid terminological misinterpretation let us recall some well-known def-
initions that will be necessary further. Union of graphs G ∪G′ is a graph that
has vertex set V ∪ V ′ and edge set E ∪ E′ [4]. Similarly, intersection of graphs
G ∩ G′ is a graph that has vertex set V ∩ V ′ and edge set E ∩ E′. Note that
this definition assumes ”empty graph” with V = Ø, E = Ø.
According to Harary’s definition: ”Two points [vertices – MT] u and v of
the graph G are similar if for some automorphism α of G, α(u) = v” [4]. We
expand this definition:
Definition 1. Vertex v ∈ V of a graph G = (V,E) and vertex v′ ∈ V ′ of
a graph G′ = (V ′, E′) are similar, if for some isomorphism pi of G onto G′,
pi(v) = v′. 
Similar definition is possible for edges as well:
Definition 2. Edge e of a graph G and edge e′of a graph G′ are similar, if for
some isomorphism pi of G onto G′, pi(e) = e′. 
Also the following was noted: ”if α is an automorphism of G, then it is clear
that G− u and G− α(u) are isomorphic. Therefore if u and v are similar, then
G− u ∼= G− v ” [4]. Taking into account extended Definitions 1, 2 we have:
Corollary 1. If G ∼= G′ and vertices v and v′ are similar, then G−v ∼= G′−v′.

Corollary 2. If G ∼= G′ and pi is some isomorphism such that e = pi(e′), e ∈
E, e′ ∈ E′, then G− e ∼= G′ − e′ and pi is isomorphism for these graphs also.
Lemma 1. If G ∼= G′, vertices v ∈ V and v′ ∈ V ′ are similar, an edge (v, w) ∈
E, then there is vertex w′ ∈ V ′ such that w′ and v′ are adjacent; edges (v′, w′) ∈
E′ and (v, w), vertices w and w′ are similar respectively. 
Proof. Let graphs G and G′ be isomorphic, let vertices v ∈ V and v′ ∈ V ′
be similar for some isomorphism pi : v′ = pi(v). Let w1, w2, ..., wk ∈ V be
adjacent to v. Every other vertex of G is not adjacent to v. Since vertices v
and v′ are similar, we see that these vertices have the same degree [2]. Let
w′1, w
′
2, ..., w
′
k ∈ V
′ be adjacent to v′. Every other vertex of G′ is not adjacent
to v′. Suppose that there is vertex wi, 1 6 i 6 k for one is impossible to find
similar vertex w′j , 1 6 j 6 k. Then x
′ = pi(wi), x
′ ∈ V ′, x′ /∈ {w′1, w
′
2, ..., w
′
k}.
Hence x′ is not adjacent to v′, but wi is adjacent to v, this means that mapping
pi does not preserve adjacency, thus pi is not isomorphism. This contradiction
shows that our supposition is not correct. Hence for vertex wi we can always
find similar vertex w′j , which vertex is adjacent to v
′.
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Denote by dist(v, u) the distance between vertices v, u ∈ V . If v and u are
adjacent, then we say that dist(v, u) = 1. Next corollary follows from Lemma
1:
Corollary 3. If G ∼= G′, vertices v, w ∈ V and v′, w′ ∈ V ′ are similar respec-
tively, then dist(v, w) = dist(v′, w′). 
Lemma 2. Let G ∼= G′ and let pi be possible isomorphism such that for non-
adjacent vertices v, w ∈ V , v′, w′ ∈ V ′: v = pi(v′), w = pi(w′). If we add edge
(v, w) to G and add (v′, w′) to G′, then we obtain isomorphic graphs G2 and
G′2, pi is possible isomorphism. 
Proof. Since pi : G ∼= G′, we have pi : G¯ ∼= G¯′, where G¯ = (V, E¯), G¯′ = (V ′, E¯′)
are complementary graphs. Since the vertices v, w (and v′, w′) are not adjacent
within G andG′, we have edges (v, w) ∈ E¯ and (v′, w′) ∈ E¯′. From Corollary 2 it
follows that pi : G¯−(v, w) ∼= G¯′−(v′, w′). Let G¯−(v, w) = H , G¯′−(v′, w′) = H ′;
then pi : H ∼= H ′. Thus pi : H¯ ∼= H¯ ′. But H¯ = (V,E ∪ (v, w)) = G2,
H¯ ′ = (V ′, E′ ∪ (v′, w′)) = G′2, hence pi : G2
∼= G′2.
Let us define procedure PB. We replace every edge (i, j) of source graph
with additional vertex k and edges (i, k), (k, j). Assign orange color to every
additional vertex. Assign black color to every vertex of source graph. 
In the result of PB we get bipartite graph, where orange vertices are the
first part and black vertices are the second part:
GB = (U, V,E),
where U is subset of the first part vertices (additional orange vertices), |U | =
m;
V is subset of the second part vertices (black vertices of source graph),
|V | = n;
E is edge set, |E| = 2m.
The graphs GB are called B-graphs. Note that each orange vertex has degree
2 by construction. Also, we see that
GB ∼= G
′
B ⇐⇒ Gs
∼= G′s.
Let us select an arbitrary vertex t ∈ V , called start vertex, and place all
vertices of the graph by levels such that a vertex v is placed on level d, if
dist(v, t) = d (Fig.1).
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Figure 1: Dα(t).
Note that we have only one vertex (i.e. start vertex t) on zero level. We have
black vertices from V on levels d = 2k, k = 0, 1, 2, .. and we have orange vertices
from U on levels d = 2k+1. Trees with height 1 grow from black vertices of even
level d = 2k (excluding last level) to orange vertices of next level d = 2k + 1
(let us assign red color to every edge of such tree). Also another one height
trees grow from black vertices of level d = 2k (excluding zero level) to orange
vertices of foregoing level d = 2k − 1 (let us assign blue color to every edge of
such tree). So every such tree has one black root and one or more orange leafs.
Also let us note trees which have two black leafs on the same level and orange
root on next level. Let us assign green color to every edge of such tree. A red
edge tree is called red tree. A blue edge tree is called blue tree. A green edge
tree is called green tree. All such (red, blue, green) trees are called α-trees. The
colored arrows on Fig. 1 show growing direction of α-trees. The procedure of
α-trees selection is called α-decomposition of B-graph and denoted Dα(t).
Lemma 3. All edges of B-graph are colored in the result of Dα . 
Proof. Since B-graph is bipartite graph, we see that every edge (i, j) is incident
with one black vertex i and one orange vertex j. If i is placed on a level higher
than level of j, then Dα assigns blue color to the edge (i, j). If i is placed on
lower level than level of j, then Dα assigns red or green color to the edge (i, j).
Another case is impossible.
If more than one of α-trees of the same color grow on any even level d, then
we can unit these trees into one tree. For this purpose we add additional vertex
4
Figure 2: Dβ(t).
and edges between this vertex and roots of given trees. Let us assign color of
the trees to additional vertex (Fig. 2). Produced tree is called β-tree of level
d. If only one tree grows on any even level, then this tree is called β-tree also.
The procedure of β-trees producing is called β-decomposition of B-graph and
denoted Dβ(t), where t is start vertex.
Lemma 4. Let B-graphs GB = (U, V,E) and G
′
B = (U
′, V ′, E′) be isomorphic
and let vertices t ∈ V, t′ ∈ V ′ be similar. Let us produce Dβ(t) and Dβ(t
′).
Then total number of levels L of graph GB is the same as the number of levels
of graph G′B and every β-tree of level d, 0 6 d < L of graph GB and every
β-tree of level d of graph G′B with the same color are isomorphic. 
Proof. By construction we have not more than one β-tree with selected color
on every level d. Thus in the result of Dβ we get a forest of red, blue and green
trees. We see that tree distribution by levels depends on start vertex choice
only, i.e. the distribution depends on distance to t, but does not depend on
vertex numbering. Suppose that any black vertex v ∈ V of level d1 and every
vertex of level d1 of graph G
′
B are not similar. Since the graphs are isomorphic,
we see that vertex v and vertex v′ ∈ V ′ of level d2, d2 6= d1 are similar. But in
this case, we obtain dist(t, v) 6= dist(t′, v′), this contradicts Corollary 3. Hence
our supposition is not correct and for every vertex v ∈ V of level di we can
find similar vertex v′ ∈ V ′ of of level di. From Lemma 1 it follows that for
every neighbor of v we can find similar neighbor of v′, thus these β-trees are
isomorphic.
For data structures definition we will use the Backus – Naur form with
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standard metasymbols:
<>::= {}|
and with additional metasymbol:
♦
this metasymbol means that sequence, followed behind it, is sorted in descend-
ing order. We say about substrings sequence (or subsequences), where every
substring is considered as indissoluble instance. For comparison of strings we
will use following well-known rule: “Given two arrays x and y the relation x < y
holds if and only if there exists an index k such that x[k] < y[k] and x[i] = y[i]
for all i < k” [8]. If the arrays have different length, then we have to add zeros
(in the case of integer arrays) or space symbols (in the case of strings) to the
end of shorter array such that the length of the arrays would be the same.
Remark 1. String comparison requires time proportional to the length of the
string. 
Definition 3.
< empty string >::=
< digit >::= 0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9
< value >::=< digit > {< digit >}
< tuple >::=< empty string > |♦ < value > {, < value >} (1)
< rgb label >::=< tuple >;< tuple >;< tuple > (2)
< level >::=< value > (3)
< degree >::=< value > (4)
< simple vertex code >::=< level >;< degree >;< rgb label > (5)
< vertex code >::=< simple vertex code > ♦{∗ < edge code >} (6)
< edge code >::= (♦ < vertex code > . < vertex code >) (7)
< vertex invariant >::= ♦ < vertex code > {& < vertex code >} (8)

The defined data structures support classical tuple technique for tree isomor-
phism testing [1, 5, 9]. To use this technique, we place tree vertices onto levels
in dependence on their distance from tree root. Moving from leafs to the root
we set correspondence between a vertex and a tuple: every leaf has the tuple
which consists one unit. A tuple of level d has a form:
p, s1, s2, ..., sk,
where s1, s2, ..., sk are vertex tuple of foregoing level, si > si+1, i = 1, ..., k− 1;
p = 1 +
k∑
j=1
sj [1];
sj [1] is the first element of tuple sj .
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Note that this technique may be used for labeled tree also. In this case,
vertex label should to be added to the tuple [1]. Taking into account Remark
1, we obtain following theorem:
Theorem 1. The tuple technique requires linear time proportional to the number
of given tree vertices [1, 5]. 
Also it was proved that equality of central tuples is necessary and sufficient
condition for trees isomorphism [9]. Since we do not consider bicenter trees, we
can reform this theorem as following:
Theorem 2. Equality of root tuples is necessary and sufficient condition for
rooted trees isomorphism. 
Corollary 4. Tuple of a vertex uniquely represents tree (subtree), where this
vertex is a root. 
It is important to note the difference between tree levels for tuple technique
usage (from the leafs to the root) and levels of B-graph, where red and blue
trees grow to counter-directions. It will be clear from a context, what level type
we mean.
Lemma 5. Vertices of two isomorphic trees are similar iff their tuples and
pairs of tuples of their ancestors (up to the root) are equal respectively. 
Proof. Let us consider trees S0 = (V,E) and S
′
0 = (V
′, E′) with the roots r and
r′ respectively (Fig. 3).
Figure 3: Equal tuples of ancestors.
Let the tuples of vertices v and v′, and pairs of tuples of their ancestors
u, ..., w, r and u′, ..., w′, r′ are equal respectively. Since tuples of the roots r and
r′ are equal, we obtain S0 ∼= S
′
0 and r ↔ r
′ from Theorem 2. Removing r and r′,
we obtain subtrees S1 and S
′
1 with the roots w and w
′. The root tuples are equal
by condition, hence these subtrees are isomorphic and w ↔ w′. Continuing root
removing, after k-th removing, we get subtrees Sk and S
′
k with the roots v and
v′. Their tuples are equal, hence these subtrees are isomorphic and v ↔ v′. Let
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us consider produced sequences of isomorphic trees Sk, .., S0 and S
′
k, ..., S
′
0 as
separated graphs. The root tuples of trees Sk−1 and S
′
k−1 may be represented
as
su = (p+ sv[1], h1, ..., hx, sv, t1, ..., ty),
where h1, ..., hx are tuples of foregoing level such that hi > sv, i = 1, ..., x,
(may be absent);
sv is the tuple of vertex v;
t1, ..., ty are tuples of foregoing level such that ti 6 sv, i = 1, ..., y, (may be
absent);
p = 1 +
x∑
j=1
hj[1] +
y∑
j=1
tj [1];
hj [1] is the first element of tuple hj ;
tj [1] is the first element of tuple tj ;
sv[1] is the first element of tuple sv.
Similarly, the root tuple of tree S′k−1 may be represented as
s′u = (p
′ + s′v[1], h
′
1, ..., h
′
x, s
′
v, t
′
1, ..., t
′
y).
Removing edges (v, u) and (v′, u′) from trees Sk−1 and S
′
k−1, we obtain two
forests Fk−1 and F
′
k−1. There are two trees in every of these forests: the tree
Sk (or S
′
k for the second forest) and the tree Qk−1 (or Q
′
k−1) with the root u
(or u′). Taking into account sv = s
′
v and su = s
′
u, we see that root tuples of
trees Qk−1 and Q
′
k−1 are equal. Hence, Qk−1
∼= Q′k−1, Fk−1
∼= F ′k−1 and an
isomorphism with correspondences v ↔ v′, u ↔ u′ is possible. Adding edges
(v, u) and (v′, u′) to the trees Fk−1 and F
′
k−1, we see that for isomorphism of
the trees Sk−1 and S
′
k−1 the same correspondences v ↔ v
′, u↔ u′ are possible.
Indeed, this follows from Lemma 2. Further, let us repeat similar reasoning
for trees Sk−2 and S
′
k−2 etc., until we come to trees S0 and S
′
0, where after
removing edges (w, r) and (w′, r′), we obtain two forests F0 and F
′
0. There are
two trees in every of these forests: the tree S1 (or S
′
1) and the tree Q0 (or Q
′
0)
with the root r (or r′). The root tuples of the trees Q0 and Q
′
0 are equal. Hence,
Q0 ∼= Q
′
0 and F0
∼= F ′0 and isomorphism with correspondences r ↔ r
′, w ↔ w′,
...,v ↔ v′ is possible. Adding edges (w, r) and (w′, r′) to the trees F0 and F
′
0,
we see that for isomorphism of the trees S0 and S
′
0 the same correspondences
are possible. Hence, vertices v and v′ are similar.
Now, let the tuples of vertices u and u′ are not equal (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Non equal tuples of ancestors.
Since the tuples of the roots r and r′ are equal, we see that S0 ∼= S
′
0 and r =
pi0(r
′), where pi0 is isomorphism. Removing r and r
′, we obtain the trees with
the roots w and w′. The root tuples of these subtrees are equal. Hence, these
subtrees are isomorphic and w = pi1(w
′), where pi1is isomorphism. Continuing
such root removing, we come to subtrees with the roots u and u′. The tuples of
these roots are not equal. Hence these trees are not isomorphic and vertices v
and v′ are not similar.
Let us consider graphs consist of two subgraphs H1 and H2. These subgraphs
have common vertices v1, v2, ..., vk such that an edge (vi, vj), i, j = 1, 2, ..., k
does not exist (Fig. 5). Let us prove following lemma for such graphs.
Figure 5: Two subgraphs with common vertices within a graph.
Lemma 6. If
1) G = (V,E), G′ = (V ′, E′),
2) G = H1 ∪ H2, G
′ = H ′1 ∪ H
′
2, H1 = (V1, E1), H2 = (V2, E2), H
′
1 =
(V ′1 , E
′
1), H
′
2 = (V
′
2 , E
′
2),
3) H1 ∩H2 = (X,Ø), X = {v1, v2, ..., vk}, vi ∈ V , i = 1, 2, ..., k, H
′
1 ∩H
′
2 =
(X ′, /O), H ′1 ∩H
′
2 = {v
′
1, v
′
2, ..., v
′
k} = X
′, v′i ∈ V
′,
4) Edges (vi, vj), (v
′
i, v
′
j), vi, vj ∈ X, v
′
i, v
′
j ∈ X
′, i, j = 1, 2, ..., k do not exist,
5) H1 ∼= H
′
1, H2
∼= H ′2, and Π1, Π2 are isomorphism sets respectively,
6) ∃pi1, pi2 : pi1 ∈ Π1, pi2 ∈ Π2 such that vi = pi1(v
′
i), vi = pi2(v
′
i), vi ∈
X, v′i ∈ X
′, i = 1, 2, ..., k,
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then G ∼= G′. 
Proof. Let U1 = V1 \ X , U2 = V2 \ X , U
′
1 = V
′
1 \X
′, U ′2 = V
′
2 \ X
′, p = |U1|,
q = |U2|, s = k + p + q. Since H1 ∼= H
′
1 by condition 5, we have |U
′
1| = p.
Since H2 ∼= H
′
2, we have |U
′
2| = q. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that graphs vertices have following order of numbers: vertices from X , U1, U2.
Similarly for G′: vertices from X ′, U ′1, U
′
2. Then s× s adjacency matrix of the
first graph has following form:
A =

 O1 B1 B2BT1 C1 O2
BT2 O3 C2

 ,
where block O1 is all-zero (by condition 4) k × k matrix;
block B1 is k × p matrix corresponded to edges (v, u), v ∈ X, u ∈ U1;
block B2 is k × q matrix corresponded to edges (v, u), v ∈ X, u ∈ U2;
block C1 is p× p matrix corresponded to edges (v, u), v, u ∈ U1;
blockC2 is q × q matrix corresponded to edges (v, u), v, u ∈ U2;
blocks O2 and O3 are all-zero (since edge (v, u), v ∈ U1, u ∈ U2 does not exist
by condition 3) p× q and q × p matrices (Table 1).
Vertex
X U1 U2subset
Power k p q
X k
O1
k × k
B1
k × p
B2
k × q
U1 p
BT1
p× k
C1
p× p
O2
p× q
U2 q
BT2
q × k
O3
q × p
C2
q × q
Table 1: The blocks of matrix A and their sizes.
Similar form has adjacency matrix of graph G′:
A′ =

 O1 B
′
1 B
′
2
B′T1 C
′
1 O2
B′T2 O3 C
′
2

 .
To support vertex numbering agreement we can represent adjacency matrices
of subgraphs H1 and H2 in s× s matrix form. For this purpose we can add all
vertices from U2 to set of vertices of graph H1. Similarly, we can add all vertices
from U1 to set of vertices of graph H2. Clearly that such addition of isolated
vertices does not change adjacency. Thus, we obtain:
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A1 =

 O1 B1 OBT1 C1 O2
O O3 O

 ,
A2 =

 O1 O B2O O O2
BT2 O3 C2

 ,
where O are all-zero blocks of respective size.
Similar forms have adjacency matrices of subgraphsH ′1 and H
′
2 after isolated
vertices addition:
A′1 =

 O1 B
′
1 O
B′T1 C
′
1 O2
O O3 O

 ,
A′2 =

 O1 O B
′
2
O O O2
B′T2 O3 C
′
2

 .
As we can see, A = A1 +A2 and A
′ = A′1 +A
′
2.
Let P be s×s permutation matrix for isomorphisms pi1, pi2: A1 = P
−1 ·A′1 ·P
and A2 = P
−1 · A′2 · P . By condition 6 this matrix replaces rows and columns
(corresponded to common vertices X ′) of adjacency matrices of the subgraphs
to preserve adjacency. The result of the permutations for vertices from U ′2 in
matrix A′1 is permutations of zero rows and zero columns. The same result we
obtain for permutations for vertices from U ′1 in matrix A
′
2.
In the result we obtain:
A = A1 +A2 = P
−1 · A′1 · P + P
−1 · A′2 · P = P
−1 · (A′1 +A
′
2) · P =
P−1 ·



 O1 B
′
1 O
B′T1 C
′
1 O2
O O3 O

 +

 O1 O B
′
2
O O O2
B′T2 O3 C
′
2



 · P =
P−1 ·

 0 B
′
1 B
′
2
B′T1 C
′
1 0
B′T2 0 C
′
2

 · P = P−1 ·A′ · P.
Hence, G ∼= G′.
By B-graph construction every black vertex v ∈ V may be root of not more
than three α-trees of different colors. So to characterize uniquely a vertex we
write down tuples of red (r), blue (b) and green (g) α-trees with the root v
(Corollary 4). In the result we obtain rgb label (2) (see Definition 3). Further
we add level d (3) and vertex degree (4) to beginning of the string. In the
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result we obtain simple vertex code (5) for every black vertex. Now for every
edge of source graph Gs we write down edge code (7). And again we produce
vertex code (6) for every vertex, but now we take into account the codes of
incident edges. From iteration to iteration ”vertex code producing – edge code
producing” vertex code of every vertex reflects information about more and
more remote vertices and edges. To collect the information about all vertices
and all edges in vertex code we have to do dm(G) iterations, where dm(G) is
graph diameter. Getting every black vertex as start vertex for decomposition
we sort results. It produces vertex invariants (8) of the graph, this invariant is
independent of vertex numbering. This process is called procedure PC
(Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 Procedure PC .
1. call procedure PB for the source graph Gs, in the result we obtain graph
GB ;
2. for i := 1 to n do
3. begin
4. call Dα(vi), vi ∈ V ;
5. for every black vertex of graph GB produce rgb label (2) (see Defi-
nition 3);
6. for every black vertex of graph GB produce simple vertex code (5),
assign this code to vertex code (6);
7. for j := 1 to dm(Gs) do
8. begin
9. for every edge of graph Gs produce edge code (7);
10. for every vertex of graph Gs produce vertex code (6) taking into
account the codes of incident edges;
11. end;
12. assign C[j, i] := c(vj), where c(vj) is vertex code vj ∈ V ;
13. end;
14. sort every row of matrix C;
15. sort matrix C by rows;
16. for every i-th row of matrix C produce vertex invariant (8), assign it to
i-th coordinate of vector S;
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Let us consider subgraphs of B-graph, that subgraphs are defined by any
β-decomposition and formed from β-trees with common orange vertices (Fig.
6). In this subgraph the black roots of red α-trees are placed on the level
2k, k = 0, 1, 2, ..., the black roots of blue α-trees are placed on the level 2k + 2,
the orange roots of green α-trees are placed on the level 2k+3. Common vertices
are leafs of blue and red trees. These vertices are placed on the level 2k + 1.
Such graphs are called γ-graphs.
Figure 6: γ-graph.
Clearly not more than two γ-graphs may correspond to every even level 2k:
one of them may be formed from growing up red trees, another may be formed
from growing down blue trees. I.e. only one γ-graph corresponds to zero level.
This γ-graph is formed from one red tree. Also only one γ-graph corresponds to
top level. This γ-graph is formed from blue and/or green β-tree(s). Only one
γ-graph corresponds to odd level 2k + 1 always (roots of green trees of lower
placed γ-graph do not relate to given γ-graph).
Lemma 7. If in the result Dβ(t), t ∈ V for B-graph GB we obtain the set of
γ-graphs {Γ1, Γ2, ...}, then (
⋃
(i)
Γi) ∩GB = GB . 
Proof. From Lemma 3 it follows that every edge and vertices incident with this
edge belong to any β-tree within B-graph. Every β-tree belongs to any γ-graph
by definition.
Removing orange roots of green trees from γ-graph we obtain δ-graph (Fig.7).
The root of red β-tree and the root of blue β-tree within δ-graph are called red
and blue roots of δ-graph. If a root of δ-graph is red or blue additional vertex,
then it is called additional root. Also for following lemma we note that
γ-graphs and δ-graphs are subgraphs and we will use vertex codes (6) (see
Definition 3). These codes include levels (3). So we will say about labeled
δ-graphs, i.e. about δ-graphs of the same level.
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Figure 7: δ-graph.
Lemma 8. For isomorphism of the same level δ-graphs it is necessary and
sufficient to have a one-to-one correspondence between their vertex codes of red
roots and blue roots respectively. 
Proof. Let graphs G = (V,E) and G′ = (V ′, E′) be δ-graphs. Let X =
{v1, v2, ..., vk} and X
′ = {v′1, v
′
2, ..., v
′
k} be the sets of orange vertices of these
graphs respectively. Let rb, rr, r
′
b, r
′
r be blue and red roots respectively. Let
Tb, Tr, T
′
b, T
′
r be blue and red trees respectively.
Suppose that there is one-to-one correspondence between vertex codes of
blue and red roots respectively. Thus, tuples of rb, r
′
b are equal, and tuples of
rr, r
′
r are equal. Hence, from Theorem 2, we see that Tb
∼= T ′b and Tr
∼= T ′r.
Hence, for every vi ∈ X we can find similar vertex v
′
j ∈ X , and from Lemma 5
it follows that the tuples of these vertices and the tuples of their ancestors (up
to the root) are equal respectively. From Lemma 6 it follows that G ∼= G′.
Now suppose that there is not one-to-one correspondence between vertex
codes of blue and/or red root(s). Hence, the tuples of rb, r
′
b and/or the tuples of
rr, r
′
r are not equal. Hence, red and/or blue trees are not isomorphic (Theorem
2). Clearly that if one of given graphs has a subgraph, which is not isomorphic
with every subgraph of other given graph, then given graphs are not isomorphic.
Hence, in this case, graphs G and G′ are not isomorphic.
Define the function:
f(M) = K,
where M = {∆1, ...,∆p} is a set of δ-graphs ∆i, i = 1, ..., p;
K is multiset of tuple pairs (tb(i), tr(i)), | K |=|M |= p;
tb(i) is tuple of blue root of ∆i;
tr(i) is tuple of red root of ∆i.
Lemma 9. If in the result of all decompositions Dβ(ti), ti ∈ V, i = 1, 2, ..., n for
B-graph GB we obtain the set of δ-graphsM = {∆1,∆2, ...}, then (
⋃
(j)
∆j)∩GB =
GB, and f(M) uniquely represents GB. 
Proof. For blue and red edges every δ-graph looks like γ-graph from which it
was produced. Hence, we have the result from Lemma 7. Let us consider green
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edges. Let Dβ(h) produce green tree with black leafs i, j ∈ V on level d and
with orange root k ∈ U on level d + 1. So, δ-graphs of level d have not edges
(i, k) and (k, j). Suppose that all δ-graphs for another start vertices have not
these edges also. Let us select vertex i for start vertex. Then in the result of
Dβ(i) vertex i is placed on level 0, vertex k is placed on level 1, vertex j is
placed on level 2, edge (i, k) is red and edge (k, j) is blue. Respective δ-graph
has these edges. Hence our supposition is not correct.
Let graph GB isomorphic to graph G
′
B . From Lemma 4, we see that for
each decomposition Dβ(ti), ti ∈ V, i = 1, 2, ..., n we can find a decomposition
Dβ(t
′), t′ ∈ V ′ such that number of levels is the same and every β-tree of GB
is isomorphic to β-tree of G′B (for the same color and the same level). Taking
into account Corollary 4 and Lemma 8 we see that f(M) = f(M ′), where M ′
is a set of all δ-graphs for graph G′B.
Removing additional roots from δ-graph we obtain a graph (disconnected
in general case) consists blue and red trees. Such graph is called σ-graph.
Removing additional roots from a few δ-graphs we produce one disconnected
σ-graph. Removing orange roots of green trees within G′B we obtain σ-graph
also.
Lemma 10. For isomorphism of σ-graphs it is necessary and sufficient to have
a one-to-one correspondence between vertex codes of roots of red and blue trees
respectively. 
Proof. Clearly only one δ-graph can be reconstructed from σ-graph via adding
blue and/or red root(s). If for two σ-graphs we have a one-to-one correspondence
between vertex codes of roots of red and blue trees respectively, then we have
the same correspondence for reconstructed δ-graphs. Hence from Lemma 8 it
follows that reconstructed δ-graphs are isomorphic. If G ∼= G′ and vertices v, v′
are similar, then G− v ∼= G′ − v′ (Corollary 1), thus removing blue and/or red
roots from isomorphic δ-graphs produces isomorphic σ-graphs.
Lemma 11. For isomorphism of graphs GB and G
′
B it is necessary and
sufficient to have S = S′ (Algorithm 1). 
Proof. From every σ-graph may be reconstructed only one δ-graph. From
Lemma 9 it follows that sets of these δ-graphs uniquely represents GB and
G′B respectively. So, let us consider corresponded σ-graphs.
In i-th step of loop 2 (Algorithm 1) for start vertex i of graph GB we obtain
σ-graph σi. If G ∼= G
′, then analogous graph σ′j is produced in j-th step of of
loop 2 for graph G′B. From Lemma 10 it follows that for isomorphism of graphs
σi and σ
′
j it is necessary and sufficient to have a one-to-one correspondence
between vertex codes of roots of red and blue trees respectively.
For all start vertices vi ∈ V, i = 1, ..., n loop 2 produces all possible σ-graphs.
After sorting vertex codes and writing them to vectors S and S′ respectively
we have following two cases. If S = S′, then for every σi we can find σ
′
j with
corresponded vertex codes, i.e. isomorphic. Otherwise, if S 6= S′, then for some
σi we can not find σ
′
j with corresponded vertex codes.
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The defect of Algorithm 1 is too long strings. Indeed, for example, in the case
of regular graph with vertex degree k and diameter d the length l of string
c(vj) for vertex code in step 12 may be estimated as
l ≈ (2ka)d,
where a is length of string represents simple vertex code (because we speak
about approximate estimation we select a vertex with maximal a).
If we imagine that all simple vertex codes have the same length a, then,
neglecting terminal symbols, whose contribution is not very important, we see
that every iteration of loop 7 multiplies edge code length by 2 and vertex code
length by k times. To overcome this problem we use simple trick: add common
vertex to source graph and link other vertices with this common vertex.
Clearly the diameter of produced graph is not more than 2. From Corollary 1
it follows that if such graphs are isomorphic, then removing of common
vertices produces isomorphic graphs also. Now we introduce main algorithm
(Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2 Graphs Gs and G
′
s isomorphism testing.
1. if number of vertices of graph Gs and number of vertices of graph G
′
s are
different, then graphs are not isomorphic, exit;
2. if number of edges of graph Gs and number of edges of graph G
′
s are
different, then graphs are not isomorphic, exit;
3. add a common vertex to graph Gs;
4. add a common vertex to graph G′s;
5. call procedure PC to calculate vector S for graph Gs;
6. call procedure PC to calculate vector S
′ for graph G′s;
7. if S = S′, then graphs are isomorphic, else graphs are not isomorphic.
To estimate computation complexity of Algorithm 2 for the worst case we
have to consider the most hard procedure PC (Algorithm 1). From Theorem 1
it follows that rgb label calculation (step 5) requires linear time proportional to
n. The step 6 has the same dependence. Statements 9,10 are the most hard.
Loops 2 and 7 repeat these statements not more than 2n (i.e. dm(Gs) 6 2).
Statement 9 is a loop repeated m times. Statement 10 is a loop repeated n
times. However, there is comparison of only two vertex codes in statement 9.
In contrast, there is sorting up to n vertex codes in statement 10. There are
many effective algorithms of sorting require less than n2 comparisons of sorted
elements in literature. So, statement 9 requires 2m comparisons and statement
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10 requires not more than n3 comparisons. Taking into account that maximal
number of edges within a graph is number of edges of complete graph, i.e.
(n2 − n)/2, we see that statement 10 is the most hard. Taking into account
loops 2 and 7, we see that total number of comparisons is not more than 2n5.
Multiplying this value by the length of string l, we obtain total number of
symbolic comparisons p (Remark 1):
p = 2n5l ≈ 2n5(2ka)2.
Assume k 6 n and a < cn, where c is constant equals number of bits
necessary for representation of one symbol of a string. Thus
p < 8cn9.
Statements 14,15,16 require less number of comparisons. Hence, neglecting
the lowest terms and factors, the total complexity of the algorithm can be
estimated as O(n9).
Conclusion
The essence of this work is a method of reduction of general task of graph
isomorphism testing to more particular task of labeled trees isomorphism, that
task was solved earlier. Perhaps, some of used definitions, algorithms and proofs
look like a little redundant. And perhaps, introduced data structures have too
large size. However, the main goal of this work is theoretic result, for that
redundancy is better than insufficiency. Introduced algorithm answers (”yes”
or ”no”) question about isomorphism of pair of given graphs, but in the case
of positive answer the algorithm does not produce any possible isomorphism in
output. The algorithm was implemented in Borland Delphi-7 for MS Windows.
The source code and the executables are available via
http://mt2.comtv.ru/
The password to unzip is
hH758-kT402-N3D8a-961fQ-WJL24
Also translation into Russian is available via this URL.
Some B-graph properties were not used for proving, but these properties
may be useful for this approach progress. So, the properties are described in
Appendix 1.
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Appendix 1
The adjacency matrix of graph GB has the form:
A =
(
O B
BT O
)
,
where O is an all-zero matrix;
B is m× n (0,1)-matrix:
B = ‖bij‖ ,
where b11is an adjacency for the first vertex from U (i.e. additional vertex
1) with the first vertex from V (i.e. vertex m+ 1) etc.
Let us exclude trivial cases n 6 3 from following discussion. Also we will
consider connected graphs only.
Proposition 1. If we interchange two rows (columns) of matrix B, then this
interchange preserves adjacency. 
Proof. Let us interchange rows i, j. In the result we have bik = b
′
jk and bjk = b
′
ik,
where b′jk and b
′
ik are matrix elements before the interchange; bjk and bik are
matrix elements after the interchange. This means that if the graph initially
had an edge (i, k), i ∈ U, k ∈ V , then this edge is denoted by (j, k), j ∈ U after
the interchange. And if the graph initially had an edge (j, k), j ∈ U, k ∈ V , then
this edge is denoted by (i, k), i ∈ U after the interchange. The same situation is
observed for all edges which are incident with vertices i, j respectively. Hence,
in the result only vertices numbers i, j are interchanged, but the adjacency is
preserved.
Similarly let us interchange columns i, j. In the result we have bki = b
′
kj and
bkj = b
′
ki. This means that if the graph initially had an edge (i, k), i ∈ V, k ∈ U ,
then this edge is denoted by (j, k), j ∈ V after the interchange. And if the
graph initially had an edge (j, k), j ∈ V, k ∈ U , then this edge is denoted by
(i, k), i ∈ V after the interchange. The same situation is observed for all edges
which are incident with vertices i, j respectively. Hence, in the result only
vertices numbers i, j are interchanged, but the adjacency is preserved.
Proposition 2. No interchanges of rows and columns of matrix B can produce
following block:
(
1 1
1 1
)
. (1)

Proof. Suppose that such block is possible for vertices i, j ∈ V and p, q ∈ U .
Hence, there are two edges (i, j) in source graph. But it is not possible by
condition (we do not consider multigraphs). This contradiction shows that our
supposition is not correct.
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Proposition 3. Equal rows or equal columns are impossible for matrix B. 
Proof. Suppose that two rows of matrix B are equal. Every additional vertex
has degree 2. Thus every row has exactly two units. If any rows are equal, then
we can produce block (1) via interchanges of rows and columns, that contradicts
Proposition 2. Hence our supposition is not correct.
Now let us consider following cases for columns.
1) Two equal columns are all-zero columns. This is not possible, because we
consider only connected graphs by condition.
2) Columns i, j are equal and there is only one unit in every of these columns.
In this case, we have row k such that bki = bkj = 1. Since we do not consider
trivial cases (n 6 3), we have graph that has subgraph consisted only one edge
(i, j), where vertices i, j are disconnected with other vertices. But it contradicts
the condition that only connected graphs have to be considered.
3) Columns are equal and every of these columns have not less than two units.
In this case, we can produce block (1) via interchanges of rows and columns that
contradicts Proposition 2. Hence our supposition is not correct.
From Proposition 1 follows supposition that if we sort matrix B by rows, by
columns, and again by rows and by columns etc., until matrix stops change, then
we obtain ”maximal matrix” independent on vertex numbers. Unfortunately,
simple counter-examples show that this supposition is not correct.
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